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Experimental aerodynamic investigations have been conducted in the
 
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory Low Speed Wind Tunnel
 
on a Boeing Space Shuttle Booster Configuration. Test were conducted
 
on 8 0.02992 scale model vehicle during late January, 1971, over en 
angle of attack range from -8o to +320 and from -10° to 100 sideslip at 
Mach numbers below 0.29. Tests variables included configuration build­
up, elevator deflections of ±300, flap 150 and 40P, and stabilizer de­
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SUMMARY 
An investigation was conducted in the University of Washington 
Aeronautical Laboratory Low Speed Wind Tunnel to determine the static 
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a Boeing Space 
Shuttle Booster Configuration. Tests were conducted on a 0.02992 scale 
model of the vehicle configuration during January, 1971, over an angle 
of attack range from -8 to 32 and from -10 to +10 sideslip at Mach 
numbers below 0.29. Test variables included configuration buildup, 
elevator deflections of +300 stabilizer deflections of +100 to -200, 
.
and flap of 15 and 4bO Also tested were combinations of varying
 







1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 









 1. 	Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
 




COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 




Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 









Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 










CN Normal Force CN -
Cy Side Force CY CY CC 
C1 Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio ,L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF 





Wj. , W2 - Wing with ailerons 
HI, H2 - Horizontal stabilizer with eleyator 
V - Vertical tail with rudder 
N r Engine pack/N2 - Engine pack with flow-through engines 
F - Simulated.FPh6r flap 
S - Spoiler 
Dimensional data for these components 
descriptor forms which follow. 
are given on the configuration 
Configuration Combinations Tesid. 
B, Bl 1 1 2V 
BDW1HV1 YW~lVWN2BIN 1 
B1 VI~l B1 W2H2V1 W 
,Wv1 INI BiWA2iN 
The above eqnfigurations were tested with the following surface deflection 




 Stabilizer -20 , 00, 100 
Elevator -30o, 00, 300 
Rudder 00 
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The F. K. Kirsten 8' x 12' wind tunnel of the Universityof Washington Aeronautical 
Laboratory (UWAL) Is a double return closed circuit wind tunnel. The test section 
Is 8 feet high and 12 feet wide with comer fillets 1 1/2 feet on the side. The test 
section Is vented to the atmosphere at the test section - diffuser junction. A 
maximum velocity of 250 mph Is attained thrqugh two 500 H.P. D.C. drive motors; 
one located in each return leg of the circuit. 
The normal mode of mounting force models is on a single strut up through the test 
section floor from an external, six-component virtual-center balance. Balance 
output is normal Idtgitized and ,punched in cards in a format compatible with the 
Univerilty of Washington IBM 709 computer. The total range of angles in the 





Data were recorded under conditions as described in Table I, which
 
also gives an estimate of the data accuracy.
 
The model was single strut mounted on the UWAL external balance using
 
the UWAL single strut and pitch arm jP and the UWAL #3 wind shield.
 
In order to assure a turbulent boundry layer, on all runs #80 grit was
 
applied at a density df 80-100 grains/inch at the following locations.
 
Body - Fus. Ste. 8 1/10 inch wide 
strip 
Wing - both surfaces at 10% chord, 
1/10 inch wide strip 
Vertical and Horizontal Tails - both surfaces @ 10% chord, 





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MIACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
 
o.)o 0.71 X 10'" 0.104 {jpf)-68" 
15 1. .o. , (S5ps, 680x 243 (iosf) 680
,2.6 I, x Io0( 64 6800o .&20oF)g
.29 Z,O x t ,63 
BALANCE UTILIZED: LWAL Exl-ermal 6- Cobnponeht­
4 COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
L 2600 ib, 1,0 lb. "0,25% f .,SF 2 0 lio, Oil 113, : Cy MAY,,fSF 260 1 b 0, . , " o 
PM 5000 n-l) ,w-I ,cr2p a x 
Ym 6000 . l,02.1 CO .in-I ha b- l 4 
RM 5000 in-b .C7 ih-l1k 01 ,. C ma" 





The six component force and moment data were recorded using an external
 
six-component virtual-center balance. The force and moments have been
 
reduced to coefficient form in stability axis system utilizing the fol­
lowing reference values,
 
SREF = wing planform area = 4.42 ft
2 
b = wing spdn = 66.60 inches 
1REp = 3 = wing mean aerodynamic chord = 10.1 inches 
Moments are referenced about a center of gravity location which is at
 




Additionally, static pressures were recorded at (9) positions on the
 
body base and were averaged to obtain a base drag coefficient.
 
C = - PA + +** = Abcos aebb P (:1+ P2 9 P9) SPEF 
q 
where Ab 117.5 in 
2 
The date have been correbted for low speed wall effects by the methods
 
given in UAL Report WC 11-A, and for solid and wake blockage effects
 




SUMMARY PLOT INDEX 
CONMraS MACH af 
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITINS VARYING NUMBER SCHEDULE SCHEDULE PAGES 
Configuration Buildup A Configuration .153 -8 - 320 00 1-10
 
-
Configuration Buildup B Configuration .153 -80 320 00 11-12
 
°
 Configuration Buildup C Configuration .153 -8 - 320 00 13-14
 
Effect of Reynolds Number A Reynolds Number .- 01-.85 - 32' 00 15-19
 




Effect of Reynolds Number C Reynolds Number .101-.285 -80 320 00 21
 
° 
Effect of Sideslip D Sideslip Angle .154 -8° - 32 0°/-00 22-29
 
°
Effect of Sideslip B Sideslip Angle .154 -8 - 320 00/-0 30
 
Effect of Sideslip C Sideslip Angle .154 .-80-320 0/-I00 31
 
Flap Effectiveness Bets = 09 A Flap Angle .154 -8o - 320 00 32-36
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta 0 B Flap Angle .154 -80- 320 00 37
 
0° Flap Effectiveness Beta = C Flap Angle .154 -8° - 320 00 r-38
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta = -40 D Flap Angle .154 -8°- 320 -40 39-46
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta = -40 B Flap Angle .154 -8O- 320 -40 47
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta = -40 C Flap Angle .154 -80- 320 -40 48
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta = -10o D Flap Angle .154 -80 - 320 -100 49-56
 
Flap Effectiveness Beta = -10o B Flap Angle .154 -80 - 320 _i0 57
 
°
 Flap Effectiveness Bets = -10 C Flap Angle .154 -80- 320 -100 58
 




SCHEDULE CONDITIS VARYING 
MACH 















.154 -8°-320 00 65 
Stabilizer Effectiveness 
Flap = 40 
A Horizontal Stabili-
zer 
.154 -8o - 32 00 66-7Oj 
Stabilizer Effectiveness 
Flap = 40 
B Horizontal Stabili-
zer 
.154 -80- 320 O 71 
Stabilizer Effectiveness 
Flap = 40 
0 Harizontal Stabili-
zer 
.154 -80- 320 ° 0 72 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = 0 
A Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8°- 320 00 73-77 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = 0 
B Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8 - 320 00 78 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = 0 
C Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8 ° - 320 00 79 9 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = -20 
A Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8o" 320 00 8o-84 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail - -20 
B Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8o- 320 00 85 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = -20 
C Elevator Deflection 
Angle 
.154 -8o - 320 00 86 
SUMMARY PLOT INDEX 
(Continued) 
PLOT TITLE 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 















Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = 10 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps 
Up, Horizontal Tail = 10 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flap = 
40, Horizontal Tail = -20 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flap = 
40, Horizontal Tail = -20 
Elevator Effectiveness, Flap = 























-80 - 320 
-8o - 320 











Effect of Aft Wing and Large 
Stabilizer 
A Configuration 
.153- -8o- 320 00 101-105 
Effect of Aft Wing and Large 
Stabilizer 
B Configuration 
.153 -8o - 320 0 106 
Effect of Aft Wing and Large 
Stabilizer 
C Configuration 
.153 -80 - 320 00 107 
Effect of Nacelles and Aft 
Wing 
















SU*MY PLOT INDEX 
(Continued) 
PLOTTED 
COEFFICIENTS MACH & . 
PLOT TITLE SCEBIULE CONDITIlS VARYING 1U2M SCHEDULE SCHEDLE PAGES 
Effect of Nacelles and Aft C Configuration .154 -80- 320 00 u14 
-Wing 
Effect of Nacelles and Aft A Configuration .154 -8 - 32 ° 0 f15-119 
-Wing - Tail Off 
Effect of Nacelles and Aft B Configuration .154 -80- 32 ° 0 i10 
Wing - Tail Off 
Effect of Nacelles and Aft C Configuration .154 -8o _ 320 00 121 
Wing - Tail Off 
Configuration lildup In E Configuration .153 0 -10o 
_ io 122-128 
Yaw 
Configuration Buildup In F Configuration .153 00 -i00
- 100 129 
Yaw 
Combined Pitch and Yaw E Angle of Attack .154 0° - 320 -10- 10 130-136 
Combined Pitch and Yaw F Angle of Attack .154 00- 32 -i00- 100 137 
COEFFICIENT SCBEn!M 
A B C D E F 
CL vs. a CL vs. CD CL vs. CI4 CL vs. Cc CY vs. CY vs. CLN 
CD vs. a CD vs. e CLN vs. 
C4 vs. a CIM vs. a CSL vs..P 
L/D vs.a 
CY vs. 0 CL vs.P 
0DB vs.a PlN vs. ce CM vs. 
L/D vs. a CDB vs. 
0DB vs. 0 
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MODL COMPONENT: BODY - S, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4 0.02992 Scale boops.e bLody 
der,ve4 jTorn fhc mAorJ 979-107 Boos/er' 
I 
DRAWING NUMBER: 29-44-294- orjg, 
IIS5-43 rrwdif 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 2751 1-1 82,31 /r 
Max. Width 42c In 1-3,60 in 












MODEL COMPONENT: -,< (V, 	 2,06 I4 (11$) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _p,?...c/ e / 979-/,07 zn& 
M~odel: 2,9- 46b0Z' 
DRAWING NUMBER: k fie/l:Scale; ,64-1003 






Span (equivalent) Z / -Z/ -
Aspect Ratio _ _..._ /__,_ 
Rate of Taper _,I_/ _ ,/ _ 
Taper Ratio 0.4_ ._ __-
Diehedral Angle, degrees .._ 0..,-

Incidence Angle, degrees . o i,.
 
°
 Aerodynamic Twist, degrees ... __ , o 
Toe-In Angle _ --
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrebs 
Leading Edge 	 6 -t-' 
- Cz ' ..- _____Trailing Edge 

_0.25 Element Line 	 ,zz' - " 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) .6-C.% 
Tip, (equivalent) /S 41. -'s 
MAC __ S . , 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC sc. ....--, * 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 z-- -_ __
_ 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 _ 7f /_, _ 
Airfoil 	Section 
Root eVAC//k"c ­c, c-d4 





Span, (equigalent) . ...
 












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. p1f .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC
 
0 -7,70 ffrw C 
MODEL COMPONENT: Z'cZ/
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: t'9. tz~
 
DRAWING NUMBER: __/_.__ -
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area derreoreoK)ZS'#z/e_._Sid 
Span (equivalent) 4,,-14A 
Inb'd equivalent chord .-Z& to. 
Outb'd equivalent chord /a__ /,,_r__.___ 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord ___._.__- _2, z_ 
At Outb'd equiv. chord _', z t_ z. z 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge i__7- _______ 
Tailing Edge /00" iI / 
Hihgeline -TO-
Area Mom}ent Normal to hige line) Cs' - Ztt4,/ 





MODEL COMPONENT: (-iorizonizCi TaiL - 12t 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: A 0,02992 Sca-e 'orizon+nl 6tL 
W..i4h fixe4 CA I~~f 
DRAWING NUMBER: IVodeI Scale 29-46148 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area (expowc_) .... (G7,7 u(i ea td 
Span (equivalent) In_4866 

Inb'd equivalent chord.. 12,04 @ 6L6.253
 
Outb'd equivalent chord G.0S
 




At Inb'd equiv. chord O,3OZ
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord . 0,278
 






Hingel ine 1_S - 46' 




MODEL COMPONENT: 1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: %Z A ,a K z/ ' 97 
DRAWING NUMBER: Ia'- -/-s. e-,d / 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area leooe, S"_.? 
-Span (equivalnt) ___i __ /T, tf3',n
4A spea - 0z~i A_ _ 
Inb'd equivalent chord , /4 A /. SZ7, 
Outb'd equivalent chord 0___/__,,_ 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord . z g___ -
At Outb'd equiv. chord X.it_ _ ___ 
Sweep Back Angles, dgrees 
Leading Edge ---- __,_-/" 
Tailing Edge /ep 07 
Hifigel ine"
 





MODEL COMPONENT: Fl -hoe- Rkpin FOPk -W
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rigt- ul left~honc enlncpacks 
appnoxinihnY Coi)H!oLAr oh ?:od fir Mode( S7?-o7 
bosl-cr, , 
DRAWING NUMBER: ,ISS-6 




Max. Width 3,33 u-,)_ 


















Ru' -bon Enrde, FeckMODEL COMPONENT: I -. JNz 
yn 

W.ALh 6&1 Flnm 4tno!wpk 5wvtula~ed anyes eanch.
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rih-- art le4-end ir 996<s 
DRAWING NUMBER: ,J 193- 60 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
_nLength _ i, 
"_,_33 ihMax. Width 


















MODEL COMPONENT: . -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 6, 4t -
DRAWING NUMBER: ,#/oort 
DIMENSIONS:- FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area, 
Span (equivalent) 






Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
_ 
______.___ 
At Inb'd equiv. chord -, 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 






















,j sc . 
0ra- e_ 
47- 'A i 
# Xc 
DRAWING NUMBER: , ,.s ,93-,S 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area (e-et , 
Span (equivalent)-eaoAS/,' 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 



































SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab 
2 f2,base area; m ,ft, n2in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see I ref or refl) 
c. g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (pw -Pb) /q I 
b (A b/Sref) 
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - A 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 










C1, s CSL 













drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, /q ref 
lift force 'coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, M /q S b
x,sB ref 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M /q S b 
x, w ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, II%/q S f 
iy-ref ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis syst~m, C =0.I M's In 
pitching rpoment coefficient in the wind axis
system, JAVIy, /q Sref Iref 
normal fqrce coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient n the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sref b 
C 
n, S CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stabilityaxis system, C = C 
C 
n3W CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis system, Mz ' w/q Sref b 
Cp CP pressure coefficient, (p-pw)-/q 
C 
Y 
CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), F/c sf 
C 
cF/q CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),5ref 
FA axial force: N, lb 
FD drag force In wind axis system; N, lb 
FD drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 




















side force; N, lb 
normal tp axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/C D (stability axis 
system)' 
lift-to-d;,ag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach nmber 
abbreviadon for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axig 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axi 
rolling njoment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft- Ib 






























SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
rolling moment in the wind axis system;ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system;
N-=, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the 	body axis system;
N-rn, ft-lb
 
yawing moment in the wind axis system;
 N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
2Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; N/m , psi, psf 
Q(PSF) 
EN/L 	 Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2wing area; m , it2 
REFS 	 reference area; m2 , ft2 
temperature; °K, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 




SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 








a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plae; deg' 
1' 	 ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON 	 aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR 	 elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER 	 rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP 	 flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 







pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X_ 
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is. 























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or .dddervator 
stability ais system 
tail, or total conditions 





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, or this data, is:
 
'J. R. M ler 
Department 2780
 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 











_ _' I _ 
1.8 
u.6 













5 s115 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiFTION BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(AUIDI) G) UWAL-10ZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
 81 .oo EPS 4.42U0 SQ.FT.CAUIO2I) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BINS 0.000 REPL 10.1000 INCHESCA01I31) UWAL-IOZO BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWINI 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES
IAUO0tJ I, UWAL-QtZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER BSHINI a.SOB XHRF 55.6360 INCHES(AU1071J UWL-:0: SAC C- BOOSTER BIWIHINI 0.000 YMR- 0.0000 INCHESCAUI091) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES
 




iND34 0266?Z 31VDS £STIO oIb SSHD NI a09e 
daNZ 000'a UTTMtlS flmsOB 9--D.S flar-inn Q (TGOTflY'
933N1N 000010 HA 000G TATNTMTS Ualkos 9-D Dye srlyn f 
SIHNI 95.99 00. TNflAtMTS U31S00 9-D DyS flo:-Yfl I T90ifly) flX S2NDNI 
00099S9 Siasf ZNTAT9 000a ?131009 9-D DYe Tzf-~ff (Tsot~Yj
SSHDNI OflOV(U 14~v 00(3. TNTMT9 ?1319009 9-2 DYS T50;-lW1A (zeoinvY
1res09 oaVtP SiasI 000*0 TNWS NiSoos 9-3 JYe Tzat-lynn (rzCnO~y; 
NOIIYH80ANX 3DH3V3A3NI V139 OIdTND930 NOXIY8O$LANO 1084AS 13S VIVO 









j~r II -r1-r-jII1r~- 1r-- I -r1l- I 







_0.3 _ _ _ _ 
DAIL 
-5 1to 15 AO A530 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIO! 
(U1041) G) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOSTER a o+O rEFs 4:4"" r7FT 
1.1U1OZI) L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 1301LR 131N1 R 1,O1 D0 IN ; 
UWAL-'tD21. BAC BOOSTER S1w!NI 0.000U  XR_ 5q.6360REFS 66 00  INCHES
IAU_1!1)L_ - C-6 R BIMII' uto I 

2
- BIM1HIHI 000 YHRP 0.0000 INCPES












1 .0 _______ 
0.9 ______ 
z 






0.1 -__________ _____ _____ 
-0 -is05101 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, fEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC ESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAUIO21; 0 UWAL-10a SAC C-6 BOOSTER BINI 0.000 REFS 4.42t0 SQ.FT 
(AUI03) UWAL-0I21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWINI 0.D0o REFL i0.1000 INCHES5
 
1AU10 1) 0 UWAL-I21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIViNI 0.000 REFB 66.SnUD INCHES
 
(AUI0S) L; UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIVINI 0.000 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES
 
(AUIO81) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVI 0.000 YHRP 0.000D INCHES
 
(AU1091) UWAL-i21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES
 















DATA' SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AUIOII) Q UWAL-1O21 SAC C-6 BOOTER 
.1U02 1)L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 COSTER 
(AU103L) UWA -02$ SAC C-6 SOOSTER 
'AU141 U :Al-I'llBAC C-G BOOSTER 
(AUTO71) UWAL-lO21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU091) r' UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOTR 
MACH 0..50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
BETA 
Bi a ao 
9I1 a0 
BBWN 0.00 
BIMINI a 000 
8 IWIHIN1 0ODDO 
SIWIHIVlN2 a ooB 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.420C, SQ FT. 
RODD 10-10"0 INCHES 
REFB 66 6900 1NCHES 
XMRp 55 6360 INCHES 
YMRF D: ,ODDO INCHES 





r~r 1-------- rr---r-a *a -- rr r r r,--r- ,,, ~ 1- ---~--'-
Li 







-10 5 s115 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AUIOa1) 0 UWAL-l021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUIO3I) -A UWAL-lO l SAC C-S BOOSTER 
CAUI051) UAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
CAU106) , UWAL-W021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUlo081) UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER 















REFS 4.420, SQ.FT. 
REFL lb io0a INCHES 
REFB 66.6000 INCHES 
XHRF 55.6560 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 ICHES 









-S 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
4AUX10) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-S SOO.TER 81 0.000 REFS 4 
 FT(AUtOZU I L UWAL-I12 AC C-S STER N 5.000 REFL L.IOUO INCHES(AU032) " SAC BOOSTER SIWINUWAL-:UZI C-S 0.000 REFS 66.E000 INCHES(AUi4 i UNAL-1OZ SAC C- BOSTER BIHINI 0.000 XNRP 55.6360 INCHESdAU1071 IX UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWiHINI 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
CA 91) U AL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER aIWIHIVINI 0.000 ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 





7rl - I rr- Ir--f rI - r1 - Ir1 r rr-- ---T JT--7 -r-- 1 
44
 
-Fla 1-t is 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION510231 _____________8 TR imi_.REFS(AU102 ) UWAL-1021EAL-1021 C -6 8 __ _ BN ,O _ 4.42_ So FT 
(AI5) WLI2 AC C-6 BOOSTER BIMINI 0.000 REFL lb.10uD INCHES 
A 1051) UWAL-104' BAC C- : OOTER IVIN 0 000 REFS 66 50DO INCHES (AU I6) UWAL-1111 SAC C-: BOOSTR 111I VIN1 D.EuO XHRP 55 6360 INCHES 
(AUtDSI) UWAL-1021 SAC L-6 BOOSTER SIWIHivl 00oyMPF 0:0usa INCHES (AU1091) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVINi 0.000 ZHAF 5.8690 INCHES 




.13 - _______"___,__,_ ' - 4 
I-







.00 -5 D5 10 2 20 25 0 .3 .. 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
P4TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1 ) ( UWAL-l021 BAC C-6 ROOSTER RINI 0.000 REFS 4.420L S0.FT. 
IAUIOS$J UIAL-1tZ SAC C-6 SOOSTER 82WINI 0.000 REFL I.100o INCHES 
(AUC4±) 0 UWAL-02i SAC C-6 BOOSTER 31HIN1 0.000 REFB 66.6S0 INCHES 
lAU10*) UWAL-lOS: SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHNI 0.000 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
4AUls9S) UIAL-I21I SAC C-6 ROOSTER 231W1NVINI 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 











05 5so31a a 20 
ANGLE OFE ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE: INFORMATION 
(4U1021) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SINE 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.rT. 
(AU1± LI WAL-21021 SAC C-S BOOSTER B1WINI O.000 REFL IL..10u0 INCHES 
VAUSOSII UWAL-102t BAC C- SCOSTER BIVINI 0.000 REFB 66.1$000 INCHES 
(AUIOI0 ] UWAL ..1 AC Cs6BOOSTER BIWIVINI 0.00 XHRP 55 6360 INCHES 
CAUIOSI) T. UWAL021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BiWIHIVINI 0.000 YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.Be00 INCHES 
















DATA ZET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(AU1022 ,3 . U ,AL-1021 BAC C:6 ROOSTER 81 0{00 REF S 4 4Z10 SQFT. 
(AU1I) Z UWAL-1021 Ba -6 BISER SINI 0.000 REEL 10,1is00 INCHES 
,[JU 041 OW SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIW W I o.Quo REFS 66 Saco INC:HESUIAL- 021 

{AUI } U Joe2 AC C _6 O STER I I Ni 0.00a 'RPp5 .6360 INCHES 
(AUto'i) ULAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIH1N1 a . O YHRP a a O0 INCHES 











0.1 S.2 0.3 0.4 B5 0.6 0.__ 0.8 0.9 _ O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET SYMBOLIAOZ1; CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONUWAL-1021 SAC C-S B-OSTER SI BETAO.O0O REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 4.4200 SI.FT-
I A 1.31) UW4AL-1021 BAC C-6 BOSTER BlkelNJ 0.00O REFL IL.1000 INCHES 
(AUI0 ) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 B.OOSTER BlVIili 0 0010 REFS 66 6000 INCHES 
(AU.0 1) [ UWAL- 1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIvi NJ 0000 XMRP 5 ,.6360 INCHES 
(AU1081) UWAL-;. MA BOTR H-IW VI OO YMRP 0.ooo ICE 
(AUlo9 ) rl\ U'WAL-lS21 







z 1 ' 
I-'
 
,IC Ir MOETCEFCET !
 
40.8 O6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0. -0.4 -0.6 -0.0 -E, 
PI FCHIING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATTON DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUOIS) ( UWALSDI SAC C-6 SOOfTER 51 0.000 REFS 4.4203 SO.FT. 
(AUIPZI) UWAL-J021 SAC C-- BOOSTER SIN& 0.000 REFL 1D.10t, INCHES
 (AUl051, 0 WAL.-±Otl SAC C--S SCOOTER BIWINI 0.000 REFS 60.0000 INCHES 
CAUIPAI) U(JAL021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIHINI 0.000 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
tAUI}71 ) IJAL-JO2I SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHINI 0.000 YMRI .D000 INCHES 
iAVSOl; f UAL-021 BAC C-G BOOSTER aIWIHIVINI 0.000 ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 






. . r-rr rr-r --­ rr 
I.I 
BUILDUP 
















-1.0 1... 1 . .2 1.0 ... . -.. ... Lf .. ..- .4... 
.0 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -n.t -n.e -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFrICIENT, CLM 







UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER 































MACH 0.153 SCALE 2 9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 1I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_____ _____ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER
 
1.8 -













- 0 0 5 jo i51 20 2S0 5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CORFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 RN/L BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AuIIA91 Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIUIVINi 0.00T .D REFS 4.4200 $S.FT. 
AWO91) L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 1l3iHlVINI .100 0.000 REFL 1.000 INCHES 
CAJUIogs) UAL-10ZI SAC C-6-BOOSTER SIWHIVINI 1.800 9.000 REFS 66.OO0 INCHES 
AUAA95) L- UWAL-IOZ1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 0IWIHIVIN1 2.000 0 00 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
M.CH G.10 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE Ib 





















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 RN/L BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CA0UI1A) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVIN1 
 0.700 0.000 REFS 4 420b So.Fr.
(ALMO)1) UIWAL-1D21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 1.100 0.000 REFL 1041000 INCHES 
, tUlc-5) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVINI 1.800 0 00 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 




























OyHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT]ION 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 SOOSTER 
UW*AL-IOZI SAC C-6 BOGOSTER 
; UtJAL-1021 SIAC C:6 8COOSTER 
U UWAL-1021 SAC C-G6 C00$TER 
MACN 0.101 
L .. . 
In 15 aQ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
RN/L BETA 
SItWIHlVlNl 0.70]0 0.000J 
SIWJIHIVlNI 1.100 0.000 
BIWIHIVlNI 1.80D 0.000I 
vlt JIlvlNI 2.001) 0,0030 
25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,EF$ 4 4230 SQ.FT. 
REFL lo.luua INCHES 
REFS 66.60DO INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRF DD00D INCHES 




PAU- I / 
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER 















UWAL-1 I AC C- 00 ;TER 
UWAL-1021 SAC ¢-6 BOO TER 
UWAL-1D21 SAC C- BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
0.101 
10 is 2D 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
RN/L BETA 
BIWIHivIN1 0.T00 0.000 
lolWlHlII 1.100 0.000 
SlWIHIVINI 1.800 0.000 
BlWlHIVlNl ,0oo 0.000 
25 3 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.420C SQ.FT. 
REFL Ic.10cu INCHES 
REFS 66°6*00 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6361) INCHES 
Y2RP 0 D INCHES 
ZURA 58.600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
'AGr 10I IflJL. 







.03 A_ _ _ _ _ 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
f UWAL-10Z SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
0 UWAL-I021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
[] UUL-102 SAC C.6 BOOSTER 
MACH 0.101 
is 20 
ANCLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
RN/L BETA 
BSWIHIVINI 0.700 0 ODD 
BIWIHIVINI 1.100 D.6o 
B W1HIV±NI 1.800 O.o00 
StWI4VINI 2.000 O'Do0 
25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
REFL 10 10C3 INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 19 
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER
 
1.4 
1.6 _______ ___ ___I ______ 
1.0 
I ' 




-0.4 t __' 
-0.6 ' _ ' 
- 0 [ ' ' ' I l_ 
0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.t 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L, BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1A91) G UWAL-1021 SAC C- BOOSTER BlWIHIVINI 0.700 0.000 REFS 4.4203 Se.FT 




Lj UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER UWAL-10ZI BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHSVINi BIWINIVINI 1.803 2.900 0.000 0.000 REFB XNRF 66.bOD0 55.6360 INCHES INCHES 
YHRP a.OO0 INCHES 
HACH 0.191 ZMRPSCALE 5.06002.9920 INCHESFERCNT 
PAGE 23 
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER
 
11 




a 1. 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -046 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMi
 
DATA ST SYMBO COFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION RN/L BTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(AUIA91) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C- : BOO$R 4161HIVlNl 0 0. 000OOD REPS 4o42 D $Q.FT°
 
( AWUl I a UWAL-1021 SAC C- COSTER BIWIHIVI1 1.100 0.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES
 
'AUIV09) o. UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTR DIWINIVINI 1.800 C.000 REFS 66..ooD INCHE$
 























-1.0 -5 0 1 0 15 RD 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1091) C UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
(AUVI93) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 6±WIHIVINI -10.000 REFL 10.10o0 INCHES 







ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 













5I 100 15 go 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA dCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'AUW091) (: UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER S1WlHlVlNl G.oo REFS 4.420C SQ.FT. 
AU93 ULID1SAC C-6 SOOT6R al1HVIN 1 -l 00O REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
REFS 66.ou0 INCHES 
XMRF, 5o:6360 INCHES 
YMRP a .'OGo NCHES 
ZMRP 5°.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNTMACH 0os 

PAGE 23 














. .0 . .0 . 
5...i 2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
25 3 03 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGHFIGURATICN DESCRIFTION 
AU1091) G) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 B TMR 







REFS 4 420P SQ FT. 
NEFL la~lOc IN HE; 
REFS 66! 000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRPZ.RP 0 aovaO50 600 INCHESINCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2:992a PERCNT 
PAGE - 24 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP 











so 5 a 0 5 025303 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CAUI1192 
4AUZ 93 ) 
CONFIGURATION DECRIFTION 
UUWL -1021 SAC C:6 BOOSTER 




O E OR 
-10.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F . 2 0 S . T 
REFL 10.40ou INCHES 
REF8X.R1 66,6coo55.6360 INCHES14CHES 
CH 0.154 YMRP 0:61000 INCHES 











mZ -..0302 ______ 
z 
-° 0-510 5 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETLAU109) SYMBOL C FIGURATICN DESCRIPTIONUWAL-1921 SAC C-6 BOSTR SlWIH!VIN1 BETA0000 REFERENCEREFS 4 INFORMATION420 SO.FT. 
{AVID93} UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWlHIVlNl -10.000 REFL IU.IL0 INCHES 
REFS 66 6000 INCHES 
XHRF 5, 6360 INCHES 
YNRF O.DDon INCHES 
ZHRF 5.6600 INCHES 





















SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1O21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
*tAC" 0.154 





REFS 4.420S, SQ.rT. 
RCFL 1.ILO INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 27 
















H aN fP l l II 
___I,1,
 








HAt9) UA-D1 A - TR BWHVN ,D
 
-Z50 9 5P02 3°0 35HE
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE
 
EDAASYBL C']UAINDSRFINBT EEECPA FO RTN 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP 

















10 -3 31 13 20 5 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fAU1092) Q UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVIN1 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
(AU1093) Ll UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BWINIHVINI -10.000 REFL 10.lOuO INCHES 
REFS 66.6GOO INCHES 
XRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF O.0a00 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2 9920 FERCNT 
PAGE015 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP 
.. . .. . .. ...- ... 1 ..j 






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1091) L-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHlVlNl 
 0.000 REFS 4.42CO SQ.FT.
 













_______"I ___ ___ __________ _______ 















. 18 16 1.4 2 08 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPION 
 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cAU109 ) C UWAL-1D21 SAC C-6 SC$TE BIWIHIVIN1 a.000 REFS 4.4200 $QoFT. 
(AUI093) UWAL-IOSI SAC C-6SC$TRBOOS.TERCHES BIWIHiv1 -0:000 REFL
REFS 66 Uuo INCHES 
XMR , 55.6360 INCHES 
Y0RP D.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACN 0.134 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAIF 31 

















110E 50 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
25 30 35 




UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOTR 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOSTER 



























FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA =
 













-to" -5 10 15 20 as 30 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DFGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'
AU109 UWAL-AL IOZI021 C- BSTE BI GoO _E 4:420Ci _ OWIHI_ 1 a 000 0 REFS Se FT.) _ACSAC 6 OOSTER HIINI 
AU11t41) UWAL-1021 SAC C- 6 'OOSTER 0,WINI INIFI40 4 0 oa.,o REFS 66 . 63D I NC HES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES
 
yMR - 0 0000 iNCHES

'ZRa 5 a6D0 NCHMs
 

























1- 5 aW 15 0. 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1091; UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTR BlwIHlVlNl 0.000 0.000 REFS 4.42UJ SQ.FT.
 
(AUl10a) UWAL-I1 lAC C 6 BOOSTER SlWlHJVlBl~il5 15.000 0.090 REFL 10.1000 INCHES
 





ZM RP 5*8600 INCHES
 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2:9920 PERCNT
 










( AU 101) 
(Au111) 
-5 0 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOM DESCRIPTION 
Q OWAL-1021 BAC C:6 SOUSTER 
a UWAL-1021 BAC C- BOOTER 
0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOTER 
MACH 0.154 
1 15 RD 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FLAF BETA 
SBIWlHIVIN1 ao000 aO00 
a WlHlVlNIF115 15:000 0.000 
BIWIHIVINIFi4a 40.000 0.000 
25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.42' U SQ.FT. 
REFL I 1000 INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55 6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.86013 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 35 
























" 1 0o" 5 10 1 5 3 0 " 
 o 35 
ANGLE -mFATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAU1091) } WAL-lUZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER- SlWlHlVINI 







-z 5 SGOD INCHES
MACH 0-.154 S CLE 2 9920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 36 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = 0 
1'.41 
____ 1__ 








.0 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC CESCRIPTION 
(AU2I09)1 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER (AU ,I) R UWAL-102I SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
AU114I) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
FLAP BETA 
BIIJIHIVINI 0.000 0.000 
BIWIHlVINIFII5 15.000 *D.O0 
BIWIH'VINFI4O 40.00 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.420D SQ.FT.
REFL 10.1b,0 INCHES 
REFS 66.AGUD INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 























1. 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 





UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 













REFS 4.42.O3 S ?.F 
REFL 1.1ODO INCHES 
REFS s6.C000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 38 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4 


















-10 	 10 is 20 25 B0 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.154 BETA - 4.000 AILROJ 0.00 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
HTAIL 0.000 ELEVTR 0.o09 REFL 10.10L INCHES 
REFS 66.600a INCHES 
RUDDER 0.0no FLAP 40.000 	 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00. INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE .19920 PERCNT 
DATA MIST. COO V H 
UWAL-1021 BAG C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIFIAO CAUIIA42) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 39
 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4 
i
 













aIS -5 is 20 25 3 0 . 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyMBL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.154 BETA - 4.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 4.42DU SQ.FT. 
HTAIL 0.000 ELEVTR 0.00 REFL 0.1100o INCHES 
REFS 86.600c INCHESRUDDER 0.000 FLAP 4..000 




ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2 .9920 PERCH? 
DATA MIST. CODE V 
40
UWAL-1021 BAC C-B BOOSTER BlWIHIVINIF140 (AUII42) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 















-0 -5 0 10 is 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















YHNP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 5.8600 INCHE , 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
UVAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWIHIVINIF140 CAU1142) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 
 41 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4 










.15 	 _____ _ 
i -. 0 
1:715- -_ _ 	 _ _~ 
-. 20 
-5m 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 0.154 BETA - 4.000 AILRCN 0.000 REFS 4.4200 $Q.FT. 
HTAIL 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFL i0.40000 INCHES
 
D.000 	 REFB 66.6000 INCHES
 







DATA MIST. CODE V 

UWAL-1021 BAG C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIF140 CAUl142) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 42
 









-.06 . . . . . . . . . . . .. .r r 
- 5-O~@ 5 iO 15 io 25 3 0 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.154 BETA -4.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
HTAIL 0.000 CLEVTR O.nou REF- 1O.tcoo INCHES 







YHRP 010000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE v SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
UWAL--]021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHIVINIF140 CAU11421 28 MAY 71 PAGE 43 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4 






0 -	 5 1 15 a 5 D35 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.154 BETA -4.000 ILRCW 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
HTAIL U.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFL la loco INCHES 
REFS 66 .6000 INCHES 
RUDDER 0.000 FLAP 40 Boo 	 XHRP 55 .6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0 uoua NHES
Z.R0 50: INCHES
 
2 .:9920 PERCNTD T IT OE VSCALE 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER B1WIHIVIN140 (AU1142) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 
 44 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4
 
. . .	 I i. .. . . . .. 	 . . .
 
-4 
4 - 05 1o is 	 3o 35o 	 2o 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.154 BETA -4.00S AILRON 0.100 	 REFS 4 42UU SQ.FT. 
HTAIL 	 0.00D ELEVTR 0.000 REFL 10 1OOO INCHES 
RUDR 900 FA 66 .60CU INCHES
300REF8
RMDR oOO FAP 	 55 .6360
4.00XHR INCHES 
YMRF 0.OO00 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.0600 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CCCE V SCALE 2.9920 PERCUT 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-G BOOSTER BlWIHIVINIF!40 (AUI1142) 28 MAY 71 PAGE -45 
--
.07 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -4 








-±0-5 10 is 20 25 50 55
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
Q 0.154 BETA - 4.000 AILRON 0.000 REFS 4.4200 Sa.FT. 
HTAI' 0.000 ELEVTR O.0o0 REFL 10.100D INCHES 






YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
DATA NIST. COVE V SCALE 2 9920 PERCNT 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINlFI40 (AU1142) 28 HAY 71 PAGE 
 46 









Irb 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
;YMBC MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRNATIO 
Q 0O..4 aSTA 4.000 AILRCW 0 000 REFS 4 o42OU Q.FT. 
HTAIL 001H) ELEVTA 0,000 REFL la luau INCHES 
REFS 66 :Go0 NCE 





DATA 1ST. C0 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT
 
U .AL-1021 C- BOOSTER .WIHIVIN AU 28 MAY 71 47BAC 0 B F140 . 42) PAG 
2,* U rrr FLAP EFFECTIVENESS *i -n- -i- ,.,,, BETA -4 -rl rr i l + + , l ++ J 














-- 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 I. 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 





















SCALE 2 , 920 PERCNT 
VDATA MIST. CODE 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-S BOOSTER BIWlHlVINIFI40 CAU1142) 28 MAY 71 PAGE 48
 












-0. is2 s 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL' -COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, AUTO93; UWAL-l021 SAC C-6 BOOTER BIWIHIVINl 0.000 :lOgooD REFS 4.4203 SQ.FT. 
'AAII3 cUWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWlIVINIF115 G5ooE -0.000 REFL 10.IDUU INCHES 
{U1144) - OOST-b1BA BlWlMIVINIF14D 40.Duo t REFS OO ,INCHES-U1SC 5B$ER -OOU 6G . 
XMRP 55 6560 INCHES 
yH'aP 0oBB0D INCHES 
ZMBP 5 8600 INCHESSCALE 209920 PERCNT

- AC" 0.154 
PAGE 4A
 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -10 










0.01ISD 55 5O 10I 5 so 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1093) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 0.D inOo0 4.42DVSIWlHIVN 00 REFS S~FTAU.1 4 UWAL-121 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHlVNFll5 15: InFL inlobe 1. HES
1000 

CAU1144) 0 UWAL-1OZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHlVlNIF140 40.000 -10,000 REFS 66.65D0 INCHES 
XHRF 55.6360 jNCHES 





FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -10 











.0 -5 	 _ _55 20 30 35 




(AU1093 UWAL:1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWL1H1VINI 0.000 -10.000 REFS 4.42U9 SQ.FT. 
I AU...4 UAL-"I SAC C-6 BOOSTER BWlHIVINlF115 15.000 -10.000 	 REFL 10.1010 INCHES 
D1 T. SET SYMBOL CC"FIGURATrO DESCRIPTION 	 FLAP 






MACH 0.154 SCALE 2:,8920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 51 






























UWAL-1021 BAC C-S BOOSTER 
UWAL-1O.1BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-loa2 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
c 0.154 
5 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FLAP BETA 
BIWLHIVINI 0.000 -10.000 
BIWZHIVINIF1I5 15.000 -10.000 
BIWIHlVINIF140 40.000 -10 000 
25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.420U SQ.FT. 
REFL 10 1000 INCHES 
REFB 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0 B00 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 52 
.05 










< la .02 






-.010 -50510 15 20 25 50 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (AU1093) Q UWAL-I21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVIN1 0.000 -IO.000 
 REFS 4.420) S0.FT.(AU1±041 Ll UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVINIF115 15.000 -10.000 R=FL ±0 l0a INCHES(AU1144) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVINlFI40 40.000 -110.00 REFB 66.S000 INCHES
 
XNRP 55 6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 5.8600 INCHES 
















ANGLF OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
;A15R UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 81WlHIVIN1 U.Oau -io,090 REFS 4.4ear SQFTo 
(AUl104) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SlWlHlVlNIF115 15.000 -lo.GUO REFL 10.1aus INCHES 
(AUl 1443 UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BlMlHIVINIF140 40.OUD -10.000 REFS 66o6qUU INCHES 
XHp- 55 6360 INCHES
 
YMRF 0°.0 N00 E
 
ZMRP 5°86 ,0 INCHES
 
MACH , 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 54 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA -10
 





010 	 1 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAV1093) fD UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOSTER BIWiHlVlHI a Dou -10 0D0 REFS 4 420D SQ.FT. 
CAU1104) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVINIFI15 15:$00 -10.000 REFL 1u.t0o INCHES 
- 1 2
 







ZMRF 5.8a6BD 1 NCHES 
m cm 0.Z54 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 55 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA = -10
 















-.	 5 15 2 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUIUSS)3 UWAL-102 BAC C-6 BOOSTER S1W1HIV1Ni 0.000 -10.000 REFS 4.4203) SQ.FT.0 4 CAU1 ;L UAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER B1W1HMV1N1F115 15.000 -10.000 	 REFL lb loco INCHES 
4 4
 (AU11 ) 0 UWAL-IZ1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVIN1FI40 40.000 -10.000 	 REFB 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55,6360 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 
 SCALE 2.9920 PERCHT
 
PAGE 56 










- _ _ 	 1 
PAG 5
 
.0 . 0 0.3 0.4 BY 0.6' 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I AUIOSI) UWALI10Z1 SAC C-6 BOOSTLR BIWINIVIN± 0.BUD -10.000 	 REFS 4.420". SG.FT. CAUI*S04) UiLWAL-021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SItflNIVINIF115 15.:000 -10.000 	 REP!. ±0.t0bO INCHES 
IAU11443 UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHlVlNIF140 40.000 -10 000 	 REFS 66.8000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.636D INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 1 CHES 
ZHRP 5 .860,0 INCHES 
4AM 014SCALE 	 2.992G PCRCNT 
--	 I55 PAGE 
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS BETA -10














-.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.a 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAUI093} 0 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVNL 0.000 -0.00 REFS 4:420QUWAL-1021 1 S0.FT. 
CAU I04I rA UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWHIVINIF115 15.000 -10.OD REFL a0.1000 INCHES 
(sU 144, UWAL-I021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIF14 40.000 -10 000 REFS 66.Suou0 INCHES 
XXRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.000 INCHES 














.2 *- it 
-5Z'lO L t 0 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tAUl1e1) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C- 6 BOOSER OlWiHIVIN$ -20.000 O.OO0 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
(AUI 092) L UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 ROOSTER 91WIHIVINI 0.00O 0.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
iAU1201) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-5 BOOSTER aiwIHilINi 10.000 0°.00 REFB 66.6900 INCHES 
XHAP 55 6360 INCHES 
Y'lp 0:0000 INCHES 
zNRP 6 . 600 INCHES 























--$ 10 is 20 25 3 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (AUI10I} UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER B±WIHIVINI -20.000 0.000 REFS 
 4.4200 SQ.FT(AU1O)1 UWAL-102I SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 0.000 REFL 10 t00t2 INCHES(AU1201) 0 UWAL-021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWI1VlNI 10.000 0.000 REFS 66.61100 INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.0600 INCHESMACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 60 













-1. 5 lo 1s1 20' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA 

2A185 UWAL1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 81IWHIVINI -20.000 0.000 







REFS 4.42CO SG.FT. 
ReFLREFS Ir jOJ066:.009 INCHESINCHES 
XMRpy, 55.6360 INCHESNCHES 
ZHPSALE 5:86 02.9920 ZNCHESPERCNT 
PAGE 61 
35 






-001520 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I AUlI8 UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOO$TER SIWIHlVlNl -20.000 0OouO REFS 4 420'; SQ.FT. 
CAU1091); UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlwIHIvINI 0.000 0.000 REFL ID.1009 INCHES 
(A1D1 WAL-162i BAC C-6 BOOSTER BlwlHIVINI 10.uO D .OaD REFS 6G*eauu INCHES 
XHRP 55°6360 INCHES 
" YHRP D:Duuo INCHES 
4ACH 0.154 EHRPSCALE 5,8BUD2:.8920 INC ESPERCH I 
PAGE 62 
STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP
 












" o 50 0 52D 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAUI 1 $11 UWAL-1021 BAC C-: BOOMR BiIHIVlNl -201st)0 .0*00 REFS 4.420r- SQ*FT. 
(AUl091}1 'AL-1021 SAC C-6 OOSTER I IlMIN1 0.090 0.010 RCFL 1b.10LO INCHES 
(AUlool) UWAL-1GZI SAC C-6 SOO$MR BIWIH'V1N1 10,000 0.000 REFS 66.6500 INCHES 










STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP
 








-i 0.0 ___ ___ 




[ ...1 I ........~ .... . .,.... . . . . . .., . . . .
 
-. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1., 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUI181 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIwlHIVINI -20.000 0.000 REFS 4.420r SQ.FT. 
CAU1091) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVIN1 0.000 0.000 REFL 10 IDOj INCHES 
(AU1201) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BISWII'INI1 10.000 0.000 REFB 66.6.S0 INCHES 
XNRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRF a.DOUG INCHES 
ZMRP 5.0900 1NCHES 





STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP
 
" I' * I " 
1.0 
U ' A 
0.2 I [ \ 





-0.4[ LI ___ 
- 1 .. ,.-. . . ... .. , 
2.0 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 05 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.9 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DACA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI&TION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tAUI±J C1 UAL-1021 BAC C-. OSTER 0IWIHiVINt -20.D 0 .0 REFS 4.4200 So.FT. 
(AU1I0SI UWAL-021 SAC C-6 OSTER SIHIfHIV1NI 0.000 0.0oo REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
(luiz2i) UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIH1VNI 10.000 D0.00 REFS 66.6,bDD INCHES XNRP 55.6560 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2 9920 FERCNT 
MACH 0.194 
PAGE 6 5 













-a1 -5 a 51 15 2 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAU1151) 0 UWAL-1Ozi BAC C-6 BOOSTER BiW1HiVINIF!40 -20.000 0,00 REFS 4.420 SQ.FT. 
I AU1141 UWAL-I021 SAC C- BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIFI40 0.000 0.000 RECL la.,Doi INCHES 
(AUh1J71 1 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 0±WIHIVINIFI4O tO.000 0.00 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 5.8600 INCHES 
HACH 0.154 SCALE 2o9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 66 









-1 5 	 10 15 20 '5 3035 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU I5) UWAL-1021 :AC C-6 8 STE -20.O O2EFS SQ.FT.OllWiJHINIF'40 ago a 	 4.42un
2 UWAL-I021 AC C-6 =STER WlHiVINIF140 I; , o EFL 	 a 100, INCHES 
(AU1171) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER IlWlHl\+lNIF140 1 . 000 O.000 	 REFS 66 .6000 INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES
YMRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZMRF 5:8600 IN CHES
14SCALE 	 2.992 ERCNT
 
PAGE 67 













,°L .. ... ... ..... ... .
- -5010 1 20 Z530 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUl151) UWAL-1I,21 SAC C- : BOOSTER BlWIHIVINIF140 -20.009 0.000 REFS 4.420L SQ.FT. 
(AU1141) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTR BlWiHlVINlF.'40 0.000 0.000 REFL 10.10 0 INCHES (kU117l) UWAL-3021 BAC C-6 ROOSTER S1WlHl¢lNlF140 19.000 0,000 REFS 66.6500 INCHES 
XHRF 55.636D INCHES
 
YHRPF 0 BUDD 'NCHES
 
ZMRP 5o.860D INCHES
VACH 0.154 SCALE 2 .99zu FERCNT 
PAGE 68 






. . .. . . . . . . . .. . ' , . . 
ANGLE OF_ ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
C 15 250a 
-

-10S 0 5 10 15 
ANGLE (OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 
20 
DEGREES 





SYNSO. CONFIGURATXOR DESCRIPTION 
UWAL-10211SAC C-S BOOSTER 
L UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTR 













REFS 4.4203 S.T 
REFL I1' lOZO INCHES 
REFB 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 



















.0 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAUl1 51; UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHIVINIF140 -20 coo a 009 REFS 4.420L SQ FT. 
(Aul141) L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHlVlNlF140 0:000 11:000 REFL 1 0 IS a IN HES 
".U1171) V WAL-1021 MAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIViIF14D IU.000 0 U90 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55 6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0:.OO0 INCHES 
ZHRP 5°.86a INCEb 
hACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 70 
STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP z 40 ,....J* --- v rr n, -t----y-rr- rrr "rr .. ..





-0.4 . ,,' 
-D.6 
0.2 1 0.2 .3 0.4 o,5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUII51J 
(AU1141) / 
UWAL-1021 SIAC C-6: 















(A-1171) UWAL-1021 S3AC C-6 BOOSTER BI 4lViNIF1,40 10.00[0 0.000 REFS 66.caaa INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRPZR DOD5°8600 I0NCHESINCHES 
"A .54SCALE 2.9920 FERCUT 
PAGE 
STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP = 40 
1.4. 
1l0.4 





1 20 1.8 1.6 .4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 .2 .0 -0.2 -0 4 -0.6 - U,8 - .o 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUlI151)AU141 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTERUWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOTR BlWIHIVINIF140BlWlHlVlNlFl4D -20.5000:600 0.00c,0.000 REFSREFL 4.420315.1010 SQ.FT.INCHES 
(AU1171) UWAL-1921 BAC C-6 SWSTER SIWlH!VINlI4U 10.000 0.00O REFS 66 6000 INCHES 
SXMRP Y.RP 
5S 6360 0.00_ _ INCHES INCHES 
Z0RP S a600 INCHES 
-ACK 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 72 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL 0
 









., .e .t .l ., . . .
 
0. in 5 15 9 2, 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATlACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYhBOL CO FIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLSVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAU1211) 
(AUIOSI) 
0 UAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 













fAU1241) 4 UWAL-1Zl SAC C-6 BOOSTER iWIHIViiNI 3D.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH U.154 SCALE 2.9920 FERCJT 
PAGE 73
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORI7ONTAL TAIL =0
:1.4 - 1_r~_ -r - -- n------­




________ _____ ______________ 
I-/ 
0.7 





.10-505 10 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUIZII) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 SOOSlER BIWIHIVINI -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 4.42C0 SQ.FT 
(A.1091) Ll UAL-IO1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVZNI BA00 0.000 0.000 REFL 10.10u INCHES 
(AU1241) 0 UWAL-iZ1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIvINI 30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 66.5000 INCHES 
XHRP 556360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 1NCHES 
ZHRF 5.8600 INCHES 























-10 -t5 0 5 1 15 20 25 3530 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL 
 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AU21iIl UWAL-O21 SAC C-6 COODTER SiWINIVN1 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 4.4201 SQ.FT.(AU109I ) UWAL-i 21 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHXVZNI 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL lj.lOaO INCHESAU12241) 0 UWAL-I SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVINI 30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 
 66.Cooo INCHES
 
XNRP 0. 6300 INCHESYHRP 
 a oono INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES4ACH 0.254 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT
 
PAGE 75 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZGNTAL TAIL = 0 
I .1 
4 4 
C/ I -4 
<I 
-is -5 so 1s1 20 25 50 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFIGURATIOW DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























XMRP 55,6360 INCHES 
YMRF 0:0000 1INCHES 
zMRF 5 .86sa INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2 9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 7G 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL : 
.13 t11+ i 1 , ,1 













0B 5 10 15 20 25 30 * 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1l11) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BSSTR BIWIHIVINI -30.000 0.000 0.00 ES 2O QF 







MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT
 
PAGE 77 
















ai 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.E5 .6 .7 0.a 0.9 
.­
1.a 1.1 1. 1. 3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1211) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVIN1 -30.000 0.09 5.000 REFS 4.420 SQ.FT. 
CAU1091} L UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER s1wiHivIN1 0.000 0.000 a 000 RgEL 10.1000 INCHES 
(AU1241) UYAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHiviNi 30.003 0.900 9.0o REFS 66. 000 INCHES 
XMRP 55
TLRP 0.2000 636U INCHES INCHES 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL = 0 
{___" I---- - IA­
1.4 ________ 
1. - - . , 
0.6 ___ 
0.6 __________ 




-2. 1. 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -. 6 -0.8 -1.0 
P11CHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
Q) UJAL1031 SAC C:6-S BOTER BLWIHLINI -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 4 420" SO FT 
(AU±0S1) al UIJAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL I10 IO INCHES 
(AUI24I) 0 UWJAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVSNI 30.000 0.000 0.000 REFO 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z-RF 5.8000 INCHES 



























0 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(AUI561) Q 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 








REFS 4.420 1 - SQ.FT. 
CAU1OI)1 
(AU1331) 
UWAL-102L SAC C-6 BOOSTER 















XMRP 55 6360 TNCHES 
YNRP U.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.86D0 INCHES 
C t 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 80 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL z 0-20 














IS 50.0 1D 15 20 25 30 3$5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAUt361) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIH1VIN1 -50.000 -20.000 o .0DD REFS 4 420" So. FT 
(AUllsI) R UWAL-I02i SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWINiNl 0.00a -20.000 0.000 REFL i0 lr0tl1 IN&CHES 
(AU1351) Q> UWAL-O21 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 30.000 -20,000 0.000 REFS 66.600 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 rNCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.860 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE E.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 81 












--to0 I is1 20 25 30 35to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAU1361) 2 UWAL-1021 BAC C-S BOOSTR BIWIHIVlNl -30.000 -20.000 0 DUD REFS 4.42CO SO FT. 
(AUl al) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER siwimlvlN1 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFL lbI00D INCHES 
1AU1331 ) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 30.090 -20.000 0.000 REFS 66.3000 INCHES 
XHRP 55.636U INCHES 
Y HS 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 5 860U INCHES 
HAH Dt4SCALE 2 9 920 P ER CNT 
PAGE 82 






ao 1oI 15 20 25 3o 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION fAUl361 UWAL-10 I BAC C-- BOOSTER BlWiIV1 -30.000 -20.00D 0.000 REFS 4.4ZI-D SQ.FT. 
lAUlI81; UWAL-1022 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWINIVIN1 0.000 -20.00O 0.000 kEFL IL 1buo INCHES 








 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 83 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL = 0-20 














 IS 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' 0.000 4.4tG 
(AU131) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 30.000 -20.D0 B.000 REFL 10 1i9o INCHES 
(AU1181) UWAL-19iO SAC C-O BObTER atwiHIvINI -2U.OOD 01009 REFS  SQ.FT 
REFB 66CUBS INCHES 
XHRP 55,6360 INCHES 
YMRp U.B000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
ACH * D 4SCALE Z.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 84 
1.2 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL = 0-20
 
- 1 












-1.0 , r, __ _ , ,. , , . , __. 
.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVTR HTAIL 
 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (AU1361) Q UWAL-lO21 SAC C-6 BCOSTER BIWIHIVINI -30.000 -20.000 0.000 
 REFS 4.42CC SG.FT.
(AUII8I) UWAL-IOZ1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 0.000 -20.000 0.000 11120
REFL INCHES






ZMRP 5 8600 INCHES
 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP. HORIZONTAL TAIL 0-20
 














- .0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CAUISGXI C UAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOS7ER BIWIHiViNI -50.00n -20.000 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
CAUIIO±) L UWAL-lI SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINi 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REL iO.100t INCHES 
(AU1331) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BItHIVINI 3o.000 -Z0.000 O.00D REFS 66.6coo INCHES 
XHRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 5.8600 INCHES 





















 ts 20 25 30 Ts 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
I AU%351) UWAL-IUZI1BAC C6 IlO STER SIWlHlVlNi 
-30 coo 10 0OO
I A1201) IMIAL1021 
 0.000 REFS 4.420a Q.T
BAC C6 OOSTER FIWIHIVlNl 0:000 10:000 0.000 REFL 10.100i









 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT
 
PAGE 87 















10ID- 5 la is 20 25 i0 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1351) UWAL-OZ1 SAC C-6 ROOSrER SIWIHIVIN1 -30.000 10.000 0.000 REFS 4.42'Q SQ.FT. 
£AUI201) UWAL-102i SAC C-6 BOOSTER BZWINHVIN1 O.o0 10.000 0.000 REFL iO.IODj INCHES 
(AU1341) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVlIN 30.000 10.000 0.000 REFS 66.6u INCHES 
XHRF 55 6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
M4C H D. 54 SCA LE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 88 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL = 10
 
1---,--,--r-2 0 r-r-.---- -r--r-.r-- rr,--- - -rr-- - T - -- -r-7 r---r-Tq 
C.4 
-
0.2 I I 
-0.4 
1 5 a 5 10 15 ED 25 3540 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET S;YMBOL CONlFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, AU1351) 
, AU1201 I 































XmRP 55 360 ZINCHES 
YHRP S.000 INCHES 
zg -. 5 8600 INCHES 
MAC:H 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 89 
-6 








-61 Is 15 212 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL(AU1351J Q CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONUWAL-10ZJ BAC C-6 BOOTER ELEVIR-30.000 HTAIL10.000 BETA0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATICN
-jWlHlVlN1REFS 4.42" SQ.FT. 
(AU1201) L UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BSSTER SIWItV1N1 0.000 10.000 0.000 REFL lb.1000 INCHES 






YHR1 VOS INCHES 
4SCALE IMRP 5:8600 2.992C Tmc. ' FRCUT 
PAGE 90 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEBCRIPTICN ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1OOO EFS SQ.FT.
 
(Aul aOs) UWAL--1021 SAC C-6 BSOTR SIwlHlVjNI 0:000 10:000 0:000 REFL 10oI0UD IN¢HE$
 




CAU1351; UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOSTER SlWIHIVINI -30 DUD a.~Bo Bu 4 420J 

ZMRP 5:86 'a INCHES
 
HAH ,14SCALE 2 9920 PERCNT
 
PAGE 91 












0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR.FTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU±351) UWAL-21 SAC C-6 BCKTER SIWIHIVXNI -30.000 10.000 0.000 REFS 4.4ZGa SQ.FT. 
(AU121) UWAL-102 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BiWiHIVINI 0.000 10.000 9.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
(AU1341) LUWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINi 30.000 10.003 0.000 REFB 66..000 INCHES 
XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNTMACH 3.54 
PAGE 92
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, HORIZONTAL TAIL = 10 
1.4 A I 
1.4 







3.0 1.0 t.6 1.4 1.2 1. . . . 02 00 -. 04 -0.6 -0.0 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I(A01351) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIKIVINI -30.000 10.000 0 000 REFS 4.4200 SO.FT. 
(AVI2Z0l) Ll UWAL-I021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIUIV1NI 0.090 10.000 0.000 REPL 10.100L, INCHES 1 3 4CAU 1) 0 UWAL-I021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWIHIVII.1 30.000 10.000 0.000 REFS 66.601)0 INCHES 
XN4RP 55.6400 INCHES 
YmRF 0 0U00 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
V.9920 PERCNTMAH 024SCALE 
PAGE 9. 
_ _ _ 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP =40, HORIZONTAL TAIL = -20
















"-1 5 0 510 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAU1291; C UAL-1021 BC C-S BOOSTER IWIHIVINIF14O -30.000 -20.000 O.OQ REFS A.42lu SQ.FT.(AU1151) UWAL-Io2z SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIIHIV1NIFI40 0.00 -20.000 0.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES
CAU1321) 0 UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVNIF140 30.000 -20.000 0.000 66.6000REFS INCHES
 
XNRP 55.5360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH t 0.155 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 94
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP =40, HORIZONTAL TAIL -20
 














-10 2 5 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA F 
'AU1291) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 ROSTR Sl IHlVlNlFl4D -30.000 -20.000 0.900 REFS 4.42O SQ FT. 
fAUI.51) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 ROOSTER BIWINIVINIF140 0.000 -20.000 D.0[10 REFL 10.1060 INCHES 






DACH TA155 SCALE 2.99 0 FERCNT 
PAGE 95 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP =40, HORIZONTAL TAIL -20
 
2 .0 ____________ ___, ______, 












o a1% 50 i ni 2 0 2 5 a 0 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONCAU 291 UWAL-1021 AC C-6 SOCTER 
 BIWIHiVIN1 140 -30.000 -20.000 0.0jo REFS 4.4200
( I 15 ) U L-102 1 A SG.FT .-9 B TE BlWlH VlNiF 4D 5. 90 -20.000 D.Oua FEFLCAU1321) UWAL--1921 SAC C-6 BOOSTER lo. Gno INCHES$WlHINlIF40 







SCALE 2.9920 ERCNT 
PAGE 9F
 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU129 . UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVlNIF14D -30.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 4.42G3 SQ.FT. 
(AU155l 1 UWAL-jOZ1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIFI4D U.000 -20.000 DD00 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
IAU1321) 0 UWAL-0ZI BAC C-6 BOOSTER 6iW1HIVINIF140 30.000 -20 0oo O.D0 REFB 66,0000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.860D INCHES 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAP =40, HORIZONTAL TAIL -20
 












05 -5 10 15 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAU1I91 UWAL-10Z1 SAC C-S BOOSTER BlWIHIVINIrl4O -30.000 -20.000 0.0'i REFS 4 42011 SQ.FT. 
(AU1151) UWAL-i021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BWIHIVINIF14O 0.000 -20.000 0.00 RaFL lb 1ob3 INCHES 






ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.155 SCkLE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 98 























0.1 02 0.B 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1. L 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
ET SYMBOL CATA DESCRIPTION ELEVTR HTAIL BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONOFIGURATION 
CAU1291) UWAL-4021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINIeI40 -30.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT.
£AU1151I UAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWlHl1VNlF14E 0.000 -20.000 G.060 REFL iQ.1u03 INCHES 
(AU132I) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHbIVNIF140 50.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 66.o00D INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
RP OD 00 INCHES 
ZHRF 5.8600 INCHES 






















.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 



























AU1321) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINiFI4 30.000 -20.000 0.00 REF 66.6000 INCHES 
XHRP 55.8360 INCHES 
YHRP a0 00o INCHES 
ZHRF 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.155 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 100 















DATA SET SYMBOL CO4FIGbRATICJ DESCRIPTION 
(AUIO81) Q UAL-O1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
IAU14811 /A UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(A~tJ*41) UWAL-$021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU461) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
MACH 0.153 
laB1 15 20 






25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.42U9 SQ.FT 
REFL lb.±0jl INCHES 
REPB R.COOO INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
XMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCHI 
PAbE 101 


















- 5 0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AUIDBI) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU1481) 1 UWAL-1021SAC C-6BOOSTER 
I AU 451) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
i AU1 461) a UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
MACH 0.153 
5 10 1520 






25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.2 Q.T 
REEL 19.10no INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0ouOOa INCHES 
ZHBP 5:8690 1 NCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 102 










-­ 0 5 in115 20 25 au 36 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUID081; ' UWAL-101I SAC C-6 BOOSTER 31WIHIV1 0.000 REFS A.42BJ SR.FT. 
(AU 18) UW'AL-1921 SAC C-6 BOOSTE.R aiwzt,'V U.000 REFL 10}.1090 INCHES 
{A Ut451 a UWAL-1021 SAC: C-6 BOOSTER aI J2H2Vt B BUD REFSB s 6.000 INCHES 
(AU1461) [ U /L-1921 BAC C-6 BOOSTER slw2VIN2 9:000 X R p 55:6360 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5. 860"u INCHEST 
HACH 0.153 SCALE 2.9920 PERCN 
PAGE 103 







0 -5 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUIODs UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWlHIV1 0.090 REFS 4.42VU SQ.FT. 
(AU148t)I 
CAU 45 1; 
UWAL-111I SAC C-6 BOOSTER 











CAU1461) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 OOSTER I Blw2H2VlN 0o000 XMRP 55:636D INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5 8609 INCHES 












-0 5IS 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 



















(AU1461) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER S3IWHEVIN2 SOXS RES 66.6G000 INCHES 
XMRF 55.6360 INCHES 







PACE 1 05 
____ 















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 2.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 





SAC C-S BOOSTER 












AU14 1 JJ 
UWAL-1021 SAC C- BOOSTER 











YHRP 0.000o INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
,MACH 0.153 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
PAGE 106 
EFFECT OF AFT WING AND LARGESTABILIZER
 
1.4 	 ' ] _ _ _I 
I i 4 
1.0 - -___ 








-0.2 	 _______ 
-U.8 
2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CAT4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAUOIa) : UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWINHV1 0.000 	 REFS 4.420C SQ FT. 
fAU1481 LX UWAL-IO21 SAC C-S BOOSTER SIWZHIVI 0.000 REFL 1G 20C!) INCHES 
(Atj 4 51) UAL-I021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 8l.HeZVI 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
IAV 46) [ UAL-02I SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWZZ4VINz 0.000 	 XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 




PAGE 1 07 











-.10 -B0 5 1015 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





BAC C-6 BOOSTER 











(AU1491) UWAL-IOI SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWzHIVIN 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
AU1091) U UWAL-i021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHiVINI 0.000 XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0090 INCHES 
ZMRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.992C FERCNT 
PAGE 108 
EFFECT OF NACELLES AND AFT WING
 
__ _ _I_ _ II 
1.1 -
IL 0.8 __________ 
09 
I- 11 






0.0 -'10 5 0 15 25 30 35is2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI0URATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAUIA8) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-B BOOSTER BIW2IVI a.000 REFS 4 420C Se.FT. 
(AU1471) UWAL-I021 DAC C-6 BOOSTER SIWZHIVINZ a.ago REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
4
 
"tU1 91) UAL--0Z1 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlW2HlvlNI 0.000 REFB 66.6jo INCHES
 
























"-5 a- 10 15 aue53 3; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETAOATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONIDESCRITION (AU1481) VWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 8lW2HIV1 u Goo REFS 4.4ZEU Sa.FT. 
(AU14 71) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER alw2HlvlN2 O REFL le lodJO INCHES 
i AU1 V WUtAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER Blw2HIVtNI [0.{00 REFS 66.sooo INCHES 
(AI9) ] UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SlWlHIVlNI 0.000 XMRp 55.6360 INCHes 
YHRF a BUBB INCHES 
ZHRP 5:860, INCHES 
AH 0.54SrALE a .99Zd FERCNT 
0.4H 0.154
 







5D 10 is ED 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1481) (D UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTR BIWEHIVI ,000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
(AU1471) L UWAL-1021 SAC C-5BS TE . RF 1.81ZIIN NHE 
(AU1491) <> UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 8O STER BiW2HlVlNl 0 000 REFS 66.:900 INCHES 
(AVU191 [] UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER alWlqIVINI EVEN, 	 XMRP 55 36D INCHES 
YMRP 0 QUOU INCHES 
ZMRP 5:86DDa NCHES 
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AUR4I) (2 UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU149S ) /L UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUI091) 0 UWAL-I021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
"CH 0.154 
5 10 15 20 




"1941 QIN1 0.000 
e5 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.420o SO.FT. 
REFL 10 00, INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.992U PERCH? 
PAGE 112 








0.8 0.2 0.3 0.4 
DATA *SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
I AU140A } UWAL-1021 SAC C*-6 BOOSTER 
IAUI 7"} UW/AL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU1491) UW'AL-1021 BAC C- BOOSTER 
(AU1O91)L UWAL-1021 SAC C-: BOOSTER 
MA0H .. 154 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 U.9 






1,0 1.1 1.- 1.3 1.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.4V-iC SQ.FT. 
,REFL It .1boo INCHES 
REFS 66:6090 INCHES 
XMBP 55.6369 INCHES 
YHB. 6.000 INCHES 
ZHRF 5.860, INCHESSCALE 2.9920 PERCUT 
PAGE 11 3 























2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 0,6 -0.8 -1.0 
PIICHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 





0 UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOO3TER 
UWAL-21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 














(AUI91} [] UWALI021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BI1HIVINZ 0.000 XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 114 


















-i*8__ _ ._ __ _ ___, _ _ __ _ _ 
-5g 5 l0 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 






UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 OOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
















XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0,154 SCLE 2.SS20 PERCNT 
PAGE 115
 


















-in -5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (AU1511) Q UAL-l101 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 81 0.000 
 REFS 4.420r SQ.FT.(AU1sol) Ll UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BlWNI 0.000 REFL ±0.IOLJ INCHES(AU1031) C UWAL-l021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWXNI 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0o0o INCHES 
ZHRF 5.8600 INCHES 
m¢H 0 .154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 11G
 











1.0 5 a 15 3S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
D.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 05SCRIPTIN BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUS311) UWAL-1022 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BI2 0009 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT, 
(AU1501; UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BiWZNI B.UoS PEFL 0 IN1ZCHES 
CAU1031) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BiwiN 0.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55°6360 INCHES 
YMRF 0.:0006 1NCHES 
ZHRP 5 .aso INCHES 
HAH o14SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
0.CH 0.5 
-5 
EFFECT OF NACELLES AND AFT WING--TAIL OFF
I j I I I . .. . . .. i I ' 
4-
C2 
-ID Is 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 







UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BSTER 
UWAL-121 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
















XHRF 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRF 0:0300 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH .54SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 118 













.03, ,, e _,_l , 
1 -5 15 25 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IAU1511) UAL-10?I SAC C-6 BOObTER B1W2 0.000 REFS 4.4201 SQ.FT. 
(AU15o1) LA UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SIW2NI 0.coo REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
(AU1031) 0 UAL-lb2 SAC C-6 BOOSTER S1WINI 0.000 REFS 6S.0ooo INCHES 
XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
9ACU 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCHT 
PAGE 119
 















i . *.tl lzl 
. 0 2 0 3 4 
CONrIGURATON DESCRXTION 
UWAL-I021 EAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 







, tz ~ l~ it J . ~ z 
0 .6 0 7 0 .6 0 .9 









... . .. l ... z J.. . 
1 1 1 . 2 1.3 1 4 
REFERENCE ZINFORMATION 
REFS 4.420C So.FT 
REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0o0 INCHES 
ZNRP 5.860u INCHES SCALE 2.990 PCRCNT 
PAGE 120 
EFFECT OF NACELLES AND AFT WING--TAIL OFF
 
2.0 I ­
1 .2 _ _ _ _ _ 
o~e 















.016 18 14 12 10 08 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -U.4 -0.6 -0.6 -1.0 










UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 ROOSTER 









REFS 42.0 S&.FT. 
REFL ±0.1U00 INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XI4RP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHR? 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRp 5.8500 INCHES 















-.41 -10 - -4 2 4 6 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, eETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AU1016) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER $1 0.000 REFS 4.420Q SQ.FTo 
AUIVZ6) 
""UI5o) 
UWAL-1021 SAC C-: BOOSTER 











(AUTO76) UWAL-I1' BAC C-6 SWSTER B1WI41NI u.DOO XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
(AUlO86) 
(AU109A) 
UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 



































- .f l *l ____ J____Jit ______ ____ 
2 -10 
 - a A 2 a a 4 a a Ia is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SLT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCNIPTIQN ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUID1S; UWAL:1021 BAC C-6 BOOVER 91 a.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT.
 
(AU102@ UWAL-lOSS BAC C-6 BOOSTER BINS RErL Ia.Z. INCHES
a 0.00 
LAUC5S) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIVINI L.UaO REFB 68.6CDO INCHES 
CAUO ) UWAL.1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWlkNI 0.000 XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
(AUICO@) UWAL-O021 AC C-6 BOOSTER 1IWINIVI 0.000 YMRP 0.0D0 INCHES 
(AUSOCA) UWAL .1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SSWIHIVINI 0.000 ZMP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT








fl -. 05 





5 .AO 6 
-I
 
Z 0 e a 420 
__10 1a 10 1 
SIESI NL. EA ERE
 
AU .1ACC: 08TE ll ~ ~ .0 IWF 5.30 ICE 
- 2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (AUIOI 6)f UWAL-102I SAC C-S 
 BOOSTER 81 0.000R88440 S.T(AUIOE)LSUWAL-102i SAC C-S BOOsTER BINS 0.000 REFL I0.IO0u INCHES
 
(AU1056 0 UWAL-i021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIVINI 0.000
(AUIOi'SJ L UWAL-1021 BAC C-s BOOSTER SIWIhINI 0,000 REFS 06.6000 INCHESXHRP 55.6300 INCHES(AUIOOS) I UWAL-lOel SAC C-6 BOOSTR SIWIHIVI 8000 YHRD 0.0000 INCHES 
CAUIO9A) [ UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 91W:HIVIN1 0.000 ZNRP 5.8600 INCHES 







I 	 -I 
1.4 











.1 	 --- 4 -2 0 2 4 6a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SRETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION UESCRIPTION ALPHA 	 REFERENCE INFOkMATION (AU1016 J UW4AL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER al 0.00R REFS 4o42G $a FT 
-A.U1026) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER SII_ _ooO REFL lo:.11139 INCH 
1. I56) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER MIINI 9.0au 	 REFS 66.6Q00 INCHES 
{Al1l76'l 	 UWAL-1021 BAC C- 6 BOOSTER BIWIHINl 000 XMRP 5566 ZCE 
Y'RP 0.1000 1ICHES1 AVIV66 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 8IwImIVI 0:000 


















12 -t 4 2 G26 a10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 





UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
















I AUIDS6 UWAL-10ZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIW$HIV1 0.000 YHRP 0.O000 INCHES 
(AUI09A) UWAL- OZ1 SAC C- BOOSTER olwlHlvlNl 0.000 ZMRP 5.8500 INCHES 
MACH 0.153 SCALE 2.9920 pERCNT 
PAGE 126 

















12 -10 -6 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(AUIO16) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
CAUIOEE) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOSTER 
CAUIOSS) IJWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTERCAU1QTS) L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
CAUIOSI6) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUIOSA) B UWAL-l21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
MACH 0.153 
-4 -2 0 2 4 




SIVINI , 0.000BIWIjIIN1 0.O00 
BIWIHiVI 0.00 
BIW±H1VINI 0.090 
6 a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 4.420-- 5.FT 
REFL ±0.1o0 INCHES 
REFS 66 6000 INCHESXMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZXRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT 
PAGE 127 













_ _ _ _ _ _ L_J_ 
.02 
12 -10 -B -6 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AUA126) C UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTR 
(AU 105 6 ) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
fAUIX7 6 ) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU.OSE) UWAL-102± SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUIO9AJ UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
HACH 0.153 
-4 -2 0 2 4 







6 8 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4.42C-i SQ.FT. 
REFL 10 1900 INCHES 
REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
XHRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0.D000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 






















-. 006.. ..05 . 04 .. 3 . .. . O .00 .01 . .03 .04 .05 .0
 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLN (STABILITY AXIS)
 
0.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AULIG) Q UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER at D.Dou REFS 4.4Z.-O SQ.FT. 
(AU1026) L UWAL-1%021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIN1 O.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
AU1056 . lWA -02 AC C-6 BOOSTER BIVNl 0.00 REFS 66 6000 INCHES 1AI7] UWAL-02" 8,AC C-6 BOOSTER B16IHlNl 0.900 X14RP 55 6360 INCHES 
UA-D1AC 1A&D6 B0-0 ER IWlHIVI a goo YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
tAU109A UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER alwiHlVI1 O:0Oa ZMRP 5 8600 INCHES
-SCALE 2 9920 PERCT
 
PAGE 129 









-410 -10 4 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(AU 9A 0 UWAL-11ZI SAC C-6 BOOSTER BW:HIVINI 0.000 REFS 4.4L30 SQ.FT 
(AU1I97) UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER B1WlhVlNi 10.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
AU1098) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BiWIHiVINI 20.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
EAU199 BIWIfIVINi 32.000 XHRP INCHESUWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 55.6360
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
SCALE 2.9920 FERCOT 
PAGE 130
 












- 12 1-0 = 4 2 a 2 4 6 a IS 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 







SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
SAC C-6 80CSTER 















MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERChT 
PAGE 131 











-212 -in 8 -­6 
DATA SE SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CAUIOSAJ UWAL-1091 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AUIT97 L UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTR 
(AU108 i UWAL-10i BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
(AU1099) U UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER 
MACH 0.154 
-4 - 2 






6 810 12 
REFERENCE INFqHATION 
REFS 4 42L0 3Q.FT 
REFL 10.1000 INCHES 
RCFB 66.6000 INCHES 
XMRP 55 6360 INCHES 
YHRP 0 000o INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHtS 
SCALE 2.9920 PERCH, 
PPGE !32 
COMBINED PITCH AND YAW

.0 rT- IrjI-rc , T r] rr--I Ir ~ 
i e - _-"------ ___., _ _ _ ,_ ...- - ,.--- I­
2.4
 














-12 -10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFCRNATION
 
(AU±OSA) Q UWAL-I21 SAC C-6 BOOSTER B1WINVIN1 0.0D0 REFS - 42 0 SQ.FT
 
(AUIO97) M, UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIW1HIV1N1 10.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES 





MACH 0.lb4 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNr 
PAGE 133 
1.3 








C 3 0 .4 
0.3 r [ 
0.2 
0.3 . . . ... . . . . . .. . . 
12 -10 a - 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AUIOSA) Q UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER SLWINIVINI 0.000 REFS 4.4200 SQ.FT. 
(AU1097) UWAL-1D2 SAC C-6 BOOSTER B±WIHI"N I 10.00 RFFL 10.1000 INCHES 
(AUI09) 8 UWAL-iO1 BAC C-6 BOOSTER RIiIVINI 20.000 REF 66.6000 INCHES 
CAUI.OO) UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 32.000 XNRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YHRP a.000 INCHES 
ZHRF 5.8600 INCHE" 
MACH V.z54 SCALE 2.9920 FERCNT 
FnGE 134 













012 -1 6 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONH'GURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE JNFQ MATION 
I AUI09A)
I AU1097}) 
CD UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER 











(A]9) UWAL-1021 SAC -6BOOSTER SlWIVINI 20.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES 
CAU 099)[ UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTE, Bl JHlVI 32.000 XMRP 55.6360 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 





COMBINED PITCH AND YAW
















1 10 -a -6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, AUIO9A) (D UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWIH1VINI 0.000 REFS 4.4209 SO.rT. 
IAU±09?) ZI UWAL-1021 SAC C-6 BOOSTER BIWI~iVINi 10.00) REFL 10 10111 INCHES 









YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 5.8600 INCHES 
MACH 0.154 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNI 
PAGE 136 
























~~ .. L..L.A..~. I -J .I . . . .. .. LLL tE .. J.LLt 
.06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .00 -. 01 -. 02 -. 03 ... 04 .. 5 -.06 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLN (STABILITY AXIS)
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALFHA REFERENCE INFONATION
 
CAU109A) Q UWAL-1021 BAC C-6 BOOSTER b±WIHIINI 0.000 
 REFS 4.4200 SFT.(AU1OS?) UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOOSTER BIWIHIVINI 10.000 REFL 10.1000 INCHES (AUl90S) 0 UWAL-1021 SAC C-S BOSTER BIWIHIVINI 20.000 REFS 66.6000 INCHES
 (AUls9) Lj UWAL-1OZ1 SAC C-6 OOSTER BiWIHIVIN1 






MACH 0.1j4 SCALE 2.9920 PERCNT
 
P/ddE 137 
